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Basic Aura Clearance
AKASHIC RECORDS: These are the energetic recording of everything that has ever happened to you in each of
your many lifetimes. This information is also encoded within the DNA in each cell of the body. Because we will be
changing your energy patterns within the DNA, it is important to drink plenty of water for the next 24 hours to
facilitate the changes. You may wish to take an Epsom Salt bath as well.
PSYCHIC ATTACK: This occurs when outside forces, such as the two listed below, enter the aura and the Etheric
Body, and thus interfere with your own good. The primary symptom is negative self-talk, other manifestations
may be illness or energetic blocks, all meant to keep you from your Highest Good.
ENTITIES WITHOUT LIGHT: Another term for evil spirits -- those who are without Light. They are intent on doing
harm, on interfering with the balance of power between good and evil in the world. When they penetrate the
etheric body they are bound by Universal Law to remain there until you are strong enough to dissipate them
through constant prayer, or until they are removed through Divine Intervention. We remove the entity and send it
to the Light for its own healing. Your aura is then sealed and healed to the same vibration as that of the
surrounding area.
RESTRICTIONS: This is a polite word for curses, those thoughts that are sent to a person that limit them in some
way. This was a very popular mode of revenge in the Middle Ages. A curse can follow a specific soul, or it can
be generational in nature, following a bloodline. We go back to the beginning and remove the curses/restrictions.
We do not send the energy back to those who created the problem to begin with, as they may have reformed in
the intervening years. We make sure that if they have not, they will have the opportunity to do so now. This is not
about retribution, it is about redemption.
PROTECTIVE FIELD: After the Basic Aura Clearance is completed a Protective Field is put into place around
you, and/or your loved ones, and/or your home to keep any further instances of psychic attack at bay. Your
Spiritual Guidance Team is instructed in the duplication of this energetic field, so that if you ever move the
Protective Field will go with you to your new home. The only way this field can be violated is through Free Will you choose to invite in the dark side; your choose to worry excessively about psychic attack - thereby drawing it to
yourself through the Law of Attraction; or you choose to become addicted to mind-altering substances or
behaviors -- otherwise it will stand.

Soul Path Clearance
Balancing of Archetypes
ARCHETYPES: Archetypes are classic models of human behavior, such as the Warrior, the Mentor, etc. We
often have far too much experience in some archetypes, and negative experiences in others. SPC balances the
archetypes, bringing in information which is intuitively available to you when faced with archetypical challenges. It
also softens the impact of practiced archetypes, thus encouraging your High Self to create new patterns of
behavior in your future, opening your life to greater potential and new experiences.
Patterns & Programs: refer to additional sheet for list
PATTERNS & PROGRAMS: A trauma can lead to an expectation that some form of the same experience will
happen repeatedly, life after life. This pattern then becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy or a program. This is your
psychic baggage and we simply send it off to the Creator – you no longer need to carry it.
Emotional Cords
EMOTIONAL CORDS: There are the giant bands of energy that often pull you back into situations that you
thought were complete, yet you find yourself there again. We cut the cords and institute protection for you, aiding
you in establishing better boundaries in relationships.
Diminishment of Self
DIMINISHMENTS OF SELF: We identify instances when you gave your power away by believing something
negative that was said by someone in a position of authority over you. The words diminished what you thought

about yourself in some way. You could have heard something in utero, or any time during your life. The energy
of these diminishments is removed and replaced with Love and Light.
Inner Child Age Progression
INNER CHILD ARCHETYPE: Your Inner Child steps back every time you are traumatized, resulting in an
archetype that is not age appropriate. We bring the Inner Child up to the current age and set in place a system
that allows them to progress with you day by day.
Ancient Contracts with Other Souls
ANCIENT CONTRACTS OF COERSION: If you have these, you agreed to limit your Light and influence through
a forced contract with the dark forces. We cancel the contracts, send the entities to the Light and cancel all their
other contracts, thereby helping many others.
Co-dependent Contracts Broken
SOUL CONTRACTS: Prior to coming into this life agreements are made with other souls to learn particular
lessons, to meet and support each other through loving relationships, etc. Soul Path Clearance removes all
negative contracts, involving victimization and enabling behaviors, both present and future.
JUST SOLUTIONS: When a co-dependent soul contract is broken, Cosmic Forces are put into play for the
underlying lesson to be learned in a way that is not as harsh, without victimization.
Vows of Limitation
VOWS OF LIMITATION: Your High Self takes the vows you make very seriously and rarely are vows limited to
one lifetime. Your High Self believes that a “forever” vow is a vow for all time; therefore, if you break an old vow
in a subsequent lifetime, your High Self may feel like a hypocrite and make it harder for you to move through the
resulting energetic block.
RELIGIOUS VOWS: These are devotional vows taken during lifetimes of religious service.
encompass vows of chastity, poverty, silence, devotion, fervor, hard work, obedience, suffering, etc.

They may

LOYALTY VOWS: These are vows given to those who held power over you in the Middle Ages, to fraternal
organizations like the Masons or the Knights Templar, etc. Sometimes they include marriage vows from past
lives as well.
THE NEVERS: These are self-created vows that occur whenever you face something uncomfortable and you say,
“I will never do that again.” These can carry over from life to life, building up to immense proportions. Often what
you avoid is simply something you need to conquer. It is better to say, “I learned a lot from that,” than to limit your
future in any way.
CORDS: Each negative entity requires a power source, and if you have vowed to be loyal to someone who is now
without Light, they may attach a cord to you to gather what they need. Cutting these cords helps many people.
Future Dis-ease Patterns
FUTURE DIS-EASE PATTERNS: Any future instances of dis-ease, including accidents, are cleared away at this
time.
Inhibitors of Spiritual Growth
INHIBITORS OF SPIRITUAL GROWTH: This category covers anything - patterns, traumas, energies in any form
- that hold you back on your path of spiritual oneness.
Debris in the Aura Defined – refer to additional sheet
DEBRIS IN THE AURA: This is spiritual/energetic scar tissue. It presents as densely bruised areas, holes, and
other anomalies in the aura. These problems are a result of massive trauma, often deathblows, with which the
body has not yet made peace. They can lead to physical debilitation in this life at the site of the disturbance.
Removal paves the path for healing.
Inherited Miasms
MIASMS: These are propensities toward certain dis-eases that are perceived to be inherited. In clearing them
away the future is recreated.
Emotional Charges
EMOTIONAL CHARGES: Emotional trauma from any lifetime will imbed itself in the cellular memory. On a scale
of one to ten, when you are reminded of the trauma by a similar event, we gauge your reaction as a ten. With
Soul Path Clearance the intensity of the reaction is reduced to the low end of the scale. You are then given a

simple exercise to release the trauma from the cellular memory, thus freeing yourself from debilitating blocks to
the flow of your energy.
Blocks to Energy Flow
PAST LIFE TRAUMA: Past life pain is often held at bay, thus causing phobias or energetic blocks in this life.
These old traumas are eliminated and much energy is thereby released for current use.
Extraneous Limitations
EXTRANEOUS LIMITATIONS: These are vows you have made to yourself, just short of using the word “never.”
Their removal allows you a wider range of experience and choice.
Elimination of Small Tussles
LIMITATIONS & TUSSLES: Smoothing the waters of day to day life.
Information Magnet
INFORMATION MAGNET: This phase connects you to all the various types of information, in any format, that you
need to progress along your Soul Path in a timely manner, such as classes, books, etc.
Inner Child Healed
INNER CHILD ARCHETYPE: This is the aspect of your being that holds sway over the way, time, and place of
leaving the planet. As the Inner Child is healed, it gains the ability to live to 120 years and beyond. This enables
a complete restructuring of the future, based upon the actual events of your life, as opposed to the probabilities
upon which it was planned prior to incarnation. You are also given the flexibility to change the plan at any time.
Divine dispensation!
Incarnation Goals
We will help you to define or refine them.
Keeping Score
This is your number of earth lifetimes.
Override
OVERRIDE: We override your decision to take on so much in this life. With your best interests in mind, we
eliminate karma and clear any karmic strings attached to the past. There is now no need for you to return to 3rddimensional life on Planet Earth again, unless you choose to do so.
Clearing of All Unseen Problems – the final step
Head Count – total number of Souls helped today __________________________________
SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE: Each of us has one or more Spirit Guides who help us intuitively to reach our highest
potential in life. They are usually those whom we have chosen and known in past lives. If your guidance needs
to be upgraded in any way, that is accomplished at this time.
Connecting
Can mean anything – very individual.
Very Eclectic
Can mean anything – very individual.
Nice and Easy
Angels are called upon for your life-long benefit. You need not ask for them again, they are always on duty.
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